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KUWAIT: Burgan Bank has reaffirmed over the first
nine months of 2021 its commitment to actioning the
core pillars of its corporate strategy for growth and
development, which reflected positively in the reported
strong net income of KD 40.3 million and a steady
growth of 23.6 percent compared to the same period
of the prior year. 

The bank’s ambition to strengthen its leading posi-
tion is backed by steady endeavors to accomplish the
strategic sustainability, digitization, and human capital
development objectives. The strategic planning’s sig-
nificant impact on the organizational performance in
the first 9 months of 2021 was confirmed by the solid
revenue levels of KD 166.6 million, which were sup-
ported by the high non-interest income of KD 73.3
million (up 29.5 percent year-on-year), and the lower
loan loss provision levels that improved by 11.5 percent
compared to the same period in 2020. 

Commenting on the positive financial results of
Q3’2021, Majed Essa Al-Ajeel, Chairman of Burgan
Bank Group, indicated that the net income rose by
65.3 percent to KD 16.3 million, compared to the same
period of the previous year, and explained that this
performance was driven by the KD 54.6 million rev-
enues along with the lower loan loss provision charge
of KD 8.5 million.

“The volatility that has characterized the economic
climate and the operating environment has begun to

recede and we have started to see real recovery take
place.  Undoubtedly, the pandemic has altered the way
banks operate and the way people engage with bank-
ing services, that is why we have accelerated our digi-
tal transformation and focused further on enhancing
our digital banking platforms with innovative services
and features. Burgan Bank is on a long-term transfor-
mation journey because we believe that the market’s
rapid pace of change requires an ongoing, dynamic
and flexible progression that we can accomplish by
adhering to the foundations of our corporate strategy,
developing our services and products and enhancing
our asset base to consolidate our standing across all
the markets where we operate,” added Al-Ajeel. 

“We have succeeded by leveraging our digital capa-
bilities to respond to challenges and to provide uninter-
rupted, top-tier services across all channels. Also, our
adherence to sustainability has been a driving force in
the implementation of our strategy as we remain deeply
committed to our responsibility in driving positive
change in the economic, social, governance and envi-
ronmental spheres. Through our strategic ESG initia-
tive, we endorse and incorporate in all our endeavors
the values of ethical practices, transparency, responsi-
ble financing, sustainability, as well as positive social
and environmental impact,” concluded Al-Ajeel. 

On his part, Masoud M J Hayat, Vice Chairman and
Group CEO of Burgan Bank Group, noted “As we pur-
sue our corporate strategy, we remain confident that by
capitalizing on our digital capabilities, human capital,
and sustainable practices, we will keep progressing
towards achieving our growth and development objec-
tives. We are concentrating our efforts on offering com-
prehensive banking solutions driven by the needs of our
customers and guided by market and industry insights.” 

Hayat added, “Under our strategic focus on digital
transformation, we have released two Burgan App
updates in Q3, and introduced over 6 new key App
features to guarantee a seamless user experience
through Burgan App that has become a comprehensive
platform providing flexibility and convenience to
process most of the banking transactions. We have

also enhanced the digital services dedicated to our
corporate customers with the launch of the Cash
Management Services platform that includes 25 fea-
tures designed to facilitate the efficient management of
business accounts and multiple banking services. It is
worth mentioning that customers using our digital
banking platforms up until Q3’21 have given it a 90
percent customer satisfaction rate.”   

The bank’s capital and liquidity profile maintained
its strong standing, with key indicators showcasing a
robust and healthy fiscal framework. The results of
Q3’2021 showed key indicators performing at healthy
margins, well above minimum regulatory requirements,
with Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) at 16.3 percent
compared to the minimum requirements of 11.5 per-
cent, Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) at 115.8 percent
compared to the minimum requirements of 80 percent
and Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) 106.5 percent
compared to the minimum requirements of 80 percent.

The consolidated financials for Burgan Bank include
the results of the Group’s operations in Kuwait, and its
share of results from its subsidiaries, Burgan Bank
Turkey, Gulf Bank Algeria, Bank of Baghdad, and Tunis
International Bank. Through this regional reach,
Burgan Bank has one of the largest regional branch
networks with 162 branches across Kuwait, Turkey,
Algeria, Iraq, Tunisia, Lebanon, and a representative
office in the United Arab Emirates. 

Burgan Bank posts a strong net income
of KD 40m for first 9 months of 2021

Majed Essa Al-Ajeel Masoud M J Hayat

Results reflect the progress and effectiveness of bank’s corporate strategy 

Belarusian tech 
firms find new 
home in Lithuania
VILNIUS, Lithuania: A few days after Belarusian
startup hub Imaguru was kicked out of its office in
Minsk this year, founder Tania Marinich received an
unexpected phone call. Lithuanian Economy Minister
Ausrine Armonaite was on the other end of the line,
inviting Imaguru to move to the neighbouring Baltic
EU state.

“That meant a lot, and not just to us,” Marinich told
AFP at the launch of the company’s new headquarters
in the Lithuanian capital Vilnius. “I think we have found
a home here,” she said.

Imaguru provides co-working spaces and organiz-
es workshops for dozens of Belarusian startups that
have also made the move following a regime crack-
down. It is one of around 80 companies that have
moved or are in the process of relocating their busi-
ness to Lithuania since a contested August 2020 pres-
idential election.

Eurozone member Lithuania played a key role in
rallying international support for opposition protests
against the disputed re-election of Belarus President
Alexander Lukashenko. The Baltic state also granted
refuge to hundreds of Belarusian opposition figures
including their exiled leader Svetlana Tikhanovskaya,
who claims to have defeated Lukashenko in the presi-
dential vote.

‘Gateway to the EU’ 
A month before Imaguru was kicked out, unidenti-

fied men wearing masks broke into their Minsk office,

lined everyone up against a wall and took them to a
police station. Company staff were vocal supporters of
the unprecedented mass protests against
Lukashenko’s regime.

“We were shut down because of our political posi-
tion,” said Marinich, who is the widow of a political
prisoner. She would not be drawn out on how many
employees also made the move, concerned about their
extended family left behind in Belarus.

For Armonaite, “Lithuania can become a gateway to
the European Union” for companies like Imaguru.

To facilitate the process, the government has
adopted several measures, including an easing of
immigration rules. “These are different companies.
From those with 10-20 employees to large compa-
nies,” said Gintare Baciuliene from the government
agency “Invest Lithuania”.

“The vast majority of them are from the IT sector.
This sector in Belarus is generally well regarded in the
world,” she said. Lithuania offers Russian-language
services that appeal to Belarusian expatriates.

‘Ready for change’ 
Some foreign investors complain of difficulties in

opening bank accounts, however. Marinich said it took
Imaguru four months to open their account in
Lithuania. “It’s bureaucracy, it takes time, it takes
paperwork and money, obviously. But compared to
Belarusian bureaucracy, this is nothing,” she laughed.
Marinich’s late husband was former presidential candi-
date Mikhail Marinich, who was arrested in 2004 for
siding with the opposition.

He spent three and a half years in prison, where he
suffered a stroke. He died in 2014, nine years after his
release. Marinich called her business a “continuation”
of her husband’s work. “I believe in education, I believe
in people and by changing the mentality of at least
some people, I can contribute to the growth of a new
generation, which will be ready for change.” — AFP 

VILNIUS, Lithuania: This picture taken on October 13, 2021 in Vilnius shows Belarusian opposition leader Svetlana
Tikhanovskaya during the opening of the Imaguru Startup and Solidarity HUB. — AFP

Hybrid cars’ green 
credentials 
under scrutiny
PARIS: Hybrid cars are increasingly popular in the
European Union as eco-conscious drivers turn away
from their more polluting petrol and diesel counter-
parts, but environmentalists warn they’re not as green
as they seem. Sales of the cars, which use both a con-
ventional combustion engine and a small electric
motor, allowing owners to drive a few kilometers with-
out emitting CO2, could soon overtake those of petrol
vehicles in the EU. In the third quarter of this year,
20.7 percent of cars sold in the bloc were new hybrid
versions whose batteries are recharged by collecting
wasted energy from elsewhere, like braking, and 9.1
percent were hybrid plug-ins that can be charged from
an electric outlet.

Close to 40 percent were petrol-powered, 17.6 per-
cent diesel and just 9.8 percent were fully electric.
Cheaper than fully electric cars, they also provide
some reassurance for those worried about their bat-
tery running out of power at a time when charging sta-
tions are still not widespread.

Auto giants like Toyota, Stellantis, Renault and
Hyundai-Kia are banking on hybrids, not least because
they allow them to comply with EU norms on CO2
emissions at a lesser cost than fully electric cars.

‘Barely cleaner’ 
But are they truly less polluting, or more of a transi-

tion solution as the world edges towards ditching
petrol and diesel altogether? Greenpeace and the
pressure group Transport & Environment believe that
hybrids actually slow down this transition.

They want to accelerate the shift to fully electric
and to other forms of transport, pointing out that
hybrids aren’t that green. “Conventional ‘full’ hybrids
in particular, which run for the majority of the time

on fossil fuel energy, are barely any cleaner than tra-
ditional petrol and diesel engines,” Greenpeace said
last year.

Marie Cheron of France’s Nicolas Hulot Foundation,
an environmental group, concurred.

“For example, some hybrids have been bought for
fleets (of cars), they do not have a system that allows
them to recharge, people don’t charge them, and so
they don’t drive electric.”

But Philippe Degeilh, an engineer at IFP Energies
Nouvelles (Ifpen), an energy, transport and environ-
ment research group, said people just need to be edu-
cated in how to use hybrids correctly.

According to an Ifpen study published at the end of
2020, hybrids emit an average of 12 percent less CO2
than a similar petrol-powered car. That rises to 33 per-
cent in town, while it drops to almost zero on high-
ways. Plug-ins that are driven smoothly-draining bat-
teries less-and often recharged are “capable of near-
ing zero emissions,” according to Ifpen.

“A household that has just one car can have a better
environmental record with a hybrid rather than with an
electric car equipped with a large battery. It’s
designed to do 50 kilometers a day and sometimes to
go on holiday,” said Degeilh.

To stay or not? 
Meanwhile, fully electric cars aren’t necessarily

all that green either. Their batteries, which are get-
ting bigger and bigger, require a lot of energy in
their production. Where the electricity comes from
is also important to determine their environmental
credentials.

The debate around hybrids is also a political one.
As the EU plans to ban the sale of petrol and diesel
engines from 2035, some of the auto industry wants to
ensure a role for hybrids.

“We think the hybrid is here to stay,” Jim Crosbie,
head of Toyota Motor Manufacturing France, told AFP.
Hybrids-excluding plug-ins-represent 70 percent of
the Japanese group’s sales in Western Europe.

“If we’re talking about a model life cycle of seven to
nine years, it will remain an important asset for us in
the years to come,” he said. —AFP

PARIS: Hybrid cars are increasingly popular in the European Union as eco-conscious drivers turn away from their more pollut-
ing petrol and diesel counterparts, but environmentalists warn they’re not as green as they seem.

UK unveils plan 
for first ‘net-zero’ 
financial hub
LONDON: Finance minister Rishi Sunak said yes-
terday he plans to make Britain the world’s first net-
zero financial services center, even as environmental
campaigners quickly criticized the proposals.

“Today I’m announcing that the UK will go fur-

ther and become the first-ever net-zero aligned
financial center,” the chancellor of the exchequer
said at the COP26 climate change conference in
Glasgow. “This means we are going to move
towards making it mandatory for firms to publish a
clear, deliverable plan” as the UK aims for a net-
zero economy by 2050.

The government wants this to be in force by
2023 and an independent task force will be set up
to “define what’s required”, he said. Nevertheless,
environmental campaigners criticized the plans,
with Greenpeace saying it allowed financial institu-
tions “plenty of wiggle room... to continue with
business as usual”. “At the moment, the UK’s finan-

cial sector is at the very heart of the global fossil
fuel industry,” said Tommy Vickerstaff, spokesman
for green campaign group, 350.org.

“The UK has a responsibility to stop its banks
profiting from destruction, and to channel money
into real solutions instead.” The UK financial
sector’s carbon emissions exceeded the net
annual output of most countries in 2019 as a
result of worldwide investments, according to a
study by environmental  groups, inc luding
Greenpeace, in May.

Firms will not be legally obliged to commit to
net-zero and they could have different targets,
while investments in carbon-intensive activities will

still be allowed. More detailed government policies
and interim targets will be published next year.

Sunak insisted on the need to mobilize the pri-
vate sector to tackle climate change, calling more
than $130 trillion to help fund global carbon reduc-
tion a “historic wall of capital” for the transition.
Among the signatories to the Glasgow Financial
Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ) are HBSC, Bank of
America, and Santander, according to the Financial
Times.

The GFANZ group was launched in April and is
chaired by Mark Carney, the former Bank of
England governor and now the UN special envoy
for climate action and finance. — AFP


